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All-Natural Cure for Excessive Sweating Proves to be Effective for 96 Percent
of Those Who Try It

A new treatment for excessive underarm sweating has proven to have a 96 percent success rate.

Humble, TX (PRWEB) May 23, 2006 -- The shame and discomfort of excessive underarm sweat may quickly
become a thing of the past for the millions of people currently suffering from this embarrassing disorder –
thanks to a new treatment plan that has proven to be effective for 96 percent of those who try it.

The treatment plan, called SweatCure, features three basic, easy-to-implement components and was created by
not a doctor or scientist but “regular guy” Mike Ramsey.

“Since high school I had suffered from a terrible underarm sweat problem,” explained Ramsey, who has written
an ebook entitled “Stop Sweating and Start Living,” that details his cure for excessive underarm sweat. “By the
time I reached my late 20s I was desperate for a cure. I had tried everything – from using dozens of different
antiperspirants to applying antiperspirants several times a day to wearing undershirts to soak up the sweat
before it reached my outer shirt to changing clothes several times a day to holding my arms up in the car so that
they were aligned with the air conditioner vents to using a device that pushes electrical currents through the
skin and much, much more. But nothing worked.”

“In fact, I was about to give up hope when my wife and I attended a seminar on natural health. The seminar
actually didn’t have anything to do with excessive sweating or hyperhidrosis,” Ramsey continued. “But what
the speaker said got me to thinking and soon led to my discovery.”

Ramsey’s discovery is a simple three-step, all-natural plan that is designed to stop excessive underarm sweating
in two weeks or less.

According to his company’s very latest statistics, the plan has proven effective for 96% of those who have tried
it.

“This technique has proven to be highly practical, safe and effective and it’s worked quickly for me and for
hundreds of other people who have read my ebook and tried it,” Ramsey said.

“The simple truth is I stumbled upon the REAL reason for my underarm sweat problem … and after two weeks
of self-treatment I cured it,” Ramsey said. “In fact, in the 10 years since, I have never been self-conscious about
raising my arms in public. I have never worn an undershirt to soak-up my sweat, and I have never had a sweaty
armpit except during intense physical exercise.”

Ramsey’s process is made up of three simple steps, takes less than 1 minute a day to complete and relies on
readily available and inexpensive products.

Ramsey adds that the process is easy for a person to incorporate into their morning or evening routine, and
guarantees that it will keep a person’s underarm sweat problem away for the rest of their life!

To learn more about “Stop Sweating and Start Living” and how you can get rid of excessive underarm sweat
the safe and natural way, please visit http://www.sweatcure.com, where the ebook is also available for purchase.
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Contact Information
Mike Ramsey
http://www.sweatcure.com
504-912-6686

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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